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November 22, 1972 

Mr. R. R. Maccary 
Directorate of Licensing 
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission 
7920 Norfolk Avenue 
Bethesda, Maryland 20014

'File Cy.-

Dear Mr. Maccary: 

Pursuant to our conversation of November 21, 1972, we are enclosing 

two copies of our draft report on the Main Steam and Feedwater Line 

Rupture Study for the Kewaunee and Prairie Island plants. We will 

be looking forward to receiving your comments next week.  

Very truly yours, 

L. E. Newhart 
Assistant Manager - Nuclear Projects

LEN/mem 
Enc to all 
DM Leppke 
I Nelson 
EU Claeson 
RJ Hollmeier 
DE Sahlin 
R Jensen (NSP) 
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Pioneer Service & Engineering Co.  

MAIN STEAM AND FEEDWATER 

LINE RUPTURE STUDY 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

A review of the current literature on the failure history of piping 
systcas was mde to estimate the probability of failures occurring 
in the main steam and feedwater lines in the Kewaunee and Prairie 
Island pressurized water reactor plants. Failure types were also 
evaluated to determine the probability of certain types of failures 
occurring in specific areas of the Plant.  

2.0 SOURCES OF INFORIMTION 

The primary source of information for failure histories was GEAP-4574, 
(Reference 1) Survey of Piping Failures for the Reactor Primary Coolant 
Pipe Rupture Study, prepared by the General Electric Company, Atomic 
Power Equipment Departmcnt for the United States Atomic Energy Com
mission. Discussions on the quality of this data are contained in the 
referenced report; it was concluded that the data is representative 
of all events but biased toward the conservative side for this report.  

3.0 SPECIFIC DATA FOR KULy b)NEE AITD Arr , IE ISL1i1YD 

The actual conditions found in the Prairie Island and Kewaunce plants 
are of interest in order to obtain a true indication of the actual 
failure rc.te e:zpected per plant year. The main steam tcmporature and 
pressure under the no load conditions in these plants Prr 1080 psig at 
a saturated steam temperature of 5540 F. Pipe materials used for this 
service are ASTM A-155, Grado KC-70, Class 1 or ASTM A-106 Grade B.  
Feedwater conditions at full load operation are approxiimately 1300 psig 
at 432 F. Pipe materials used for the feedwater system are identical 
with those used for the main steam system.
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Pioneer Service c ngineering Co.  
3.0 SPECIFIC DATA FOR KEWA@E ANID PRAIRIE ISLAND (CONTI D) 

Two observations can be made based on the above: 

1. Operating temperatures are under 6000F at all times.  

2. Materials are conventional carbon steel with extensive service 

histories - no high alloy or special piping material is used.  

These observations can be used to eliminate 102 of the failures 
(2.b-1, 2 & 4 Table'IV) licted in referenced report. This can be 
done with 100% confidence because they are strictly temperature and 
material dependent.  

4.0 RESULTS 

In the survey conducted under the GEAP-4574 Study, 75% of the failures 
were from respondents in the public utility industry, and the respon-.  
dents represented 30% of the utility industry. Using the total number 
of units in the United States and their first year of operation, one 
is able -to obtain the total number of utility plant years of experience 

in the U.S. (Reference 2). Accuming that the failures included in the 

study are directly proportional to the utility experience, the prob
ability of a failure for one plant year of operation can then be cal
culated: 

399 failures 30,000 plant years -2 events 
0.3 utilities experience all utilities 4.43 x 10 plant year 

These events include thermowell, nozzle, fitting or component, pipe, 

casting and weld failures in all types of service. It is important to 
note that this is any event where line failure occurred, from cmall leaks 
to full severence. Using thic probability as a base, we invectigated the 

probability of failure under the particular service conditions listed 

under Section 3.0, the probability of a specific type of failure and an 

evaluation of the assurance we have that each specific type of failure 

would be prevented through the application of design, fabrication, quality 

assurance and inspection techniques.
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Pioneer Service Engineering Co.  

4.0 RESULTS (CONTINUED) 

The failure history can be oeparated into five major failure causes: 

a. Design 

b. Material Selection 

c. Manufacturing, 

d. Fabrication and Erection 

e. Operation - Service 

An evaluation of the caucce of failure in each of these five categories 

was then made to determine the specific probability of a given event un

der present day technology methods.  

a. Design 

Desi-n errors or overcights accounted for 18.3% of all failures. (See 

attached Table IV -.Failure Data Suary - Number of Failures, From 

GEAP-4574.) Failure cc;z3 in this category include 1) zechznical 

fatigue, 2) e::pansion/flexibility, 3) section transition, 4) support, 

5) thermal fatigue, and 6) miscellaneous. Of the 73 failures in this 

category, 42 can be reduced in failure rate with a 99.99%.confidence.  

level - namely thermal fatigue and expansion/flexibility failures.  

The basis for this reduction is that the thermal expension/flcxibility 

analysis received extcncive attention, including a final detailed 

analysis of the "aco-built" system. In addition these design engineer

ing analyses received a complete independent review and were approved 

as meeting the requircmcnts of the ANSI - B31.1.0 Code for Power 

Piping. Because of the nature of the service of these systems, the 

low temperature levels, the complete insulation of the lines and 

attachments, and the limited number of operating cycles thru the 

design temperature raLge (lifetime cycles < 200), thermal fatigue is 

not truly a credible mode of failure.
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4.0 RESULTS (CONTINUED) Pioneer Service 9 Engineering Co.  

a. Design (Continued) 

Of the remaining causes of failure in this category it is reason

able to expect a much lower failure rate than that found in the 

reference study. Great attention has been paid to the design of 

all piping attachments, the ccmplete support system, transitions 

sections, etc. All meet or e:ced the requirements of the piping 

code. In addition proper installation and field surveillance in

sure implementation of the intcnded design.  

With this unusual attention to design we can reasonably expect a 

failure rate of .001 of that contained in the reference report for 

the remaining 31 failures. Tha design failure events per plant 

year for Kewaunee and Prairie Island then is: 

.001 x 31 . 30,000 + .0001:: 42 30,000 3.9 x 10 events per 
.03 .03 plant year 

The above number could be further reduced by eliminating (with a 

100% confidence level) those failure events causcd .through designs 

where no analyses were performed, where operation was of a cyclic 

nature or where physical events occurred which cannot occur in 

steam or water lines.  

Of major importance in design failurcs is the fact that m5t failures 

are of the fatigue type. This type of failure results in the develop

ment of small cracko which eventually leak and are thus easily detec

ted when the piping syecm is fully cccessible. The accessibility 

of these lines on the Kewaunee and Prairie Island plants is total 

for the building area in question (i.e., the Au::iliary Building).  

There is no mechan±im whereby this type of failure could lead to a 

complete rupture of the line in quecs:ion. Furthermore, the proposed 

once/shift inspection of the main stcam and feedwater linec provides 

a factor of 10 to 100 greater confidence than one can have in the pri

mary coolant cystem that any failure can be detected before propaga

tion. This is due to the complete accessibility of these lines within 

the Auxiliary Building.
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Pioneer Service & ngineering Co.  

4.0 RESULTS (CONTINUED) 

b. Material Selection 

Material selection errors accounted for 30.1% of all failures, which 

is fairly significant in the overall evaluation. However, only one 

failure was recorded in service below 6000F. To be conservative, 

however, we evaluated all failures, regardless of the service tempera

ture. Of the 120 failures occurring in this category, 102 can be 

eliminated with a 100% confidence level since.they are related to 

problems associated with a specific material, namely 347 Stainless 

Steel and 410 Stainlesc Steel and problems associated with graph

itization which occurs only above 8000F. Based on the extensive 

experience with the materials used in Kewaunee and Prairie Island 

in identical service, we are certain that the material. selection is 

appropriate and that there is no misapplication. We can thuz state 

with confidence that the probability of failure due to material se

lection is 0.0001 of that in the reference study.  

The expected events per plant year for this cause are: 

-7 
.0001 x 9 . 30,000 - 1 x 10 events/plant year 

0.3 

The above number could be further reduced through a detailed investi

gation of the "miocellaneous" failures in this category.  

c. Manufacturing 

Manufacturing errors accounted for 10.6% of all failurea, the lowest 

failure rate of all categories. All of these failuros can be directly 

related to inadequate quality control during manufacture. The causes 

in this category include:
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Pioneer Service & *gireering Co.  
4.0 RESULTS (CONTINUED) 

c. Manufacturing (Continued) 

1) Wrong material supplied, 2) Base material defecto, 3) Weld 

defects 4) Failures associated with welding and 5) Material not 

to specifications.  

Through the use.of an extensive quality control program at the 

Kewaunee and Prairie Island Plants, which provides.for complete 

documentation and traceability of materials for the main steam 

and feedwater systems, for items 1 and 5 above we expect there 

is a 99.99% improvement in the rate of which these errors could 

occur. Bace metal defects (item 2 above) also can be assured as 

a non-contributory factor to a 99.99% confidence level, relative 

to the reference report, becamze of 100% volumetric inspection 

of the plate materials. Weld defects and failures associated 

with welding can also be treated in a like manner since wolding 

of the main headers used a conzu;able insert gas tungsten arc 

welding process, liquid penetrant (or magnetic particle) inspec

tions were made on the final weld paoses and welds were 100% 

radiographed. Weld integrity is thus ascured. Controls over 

the welding process itself wore extensive and too detailed to 

review in this report. Complete documentation for the welding 

process was maintained for every weld.  

For this category, the events per plant year are thus: 

.0001 x 42 . 30,000 4.67 x 10 
0.3 

d. Fabrication and Ercti'n 

Fabrication and ereatica er::ors include 1) weld defects, 2) fail

ures associated with weldingf, 3) use of wrong materials and 4) mis

celaneous items. Again, ao in manufacturing related failures, the 

percentage of all failurco, 12.6%, is low. Since the quality control
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Pioner Service *Engineering Co.  4.0 RESULTS (CONTINUED) 

d. Fabrication and Erection (Continued) 
exercised during fabrication and erection on both the Kewaunee and 
Prairie Island plants was as extensive as that used during the manu
facturing phase, the came confidence levels can be applied in each 
category, resulting in events per plant year of: 

.0001 x 50 . 30,000 - 5.6 x 107 
0.3 

a. Opcration -S rvice 

The number of failure resultin3 from operational and service ex
perience was placed into three categorica - 1) mio-operation 
2) thermal chock and 3) corrocion and/cr erosion. Of the 109 
failures, the greatest by far was in the category of corrosion/ 
erosion. To reduce the probability of an event occurring as a 
result of corrosion/crocion, which is a condition developing over 
a long term, a complete chczmical. treatment and continuous monitor
ing cystem has been provided on both plants. In addition daily 
tests are conducted manually to provide assurance that water 
chemistry is within limits. These provisions should increase 
assurance by 99.9% that failures would not occur through this cause.  
Thermal shock cannot occur in Kcwaunce or Prairie Island through 
some serious maloperation of the systems because of the limited 
response of the Re-ctor Coolant System. Also, through the use of 
extensive, detailed operating procedures and check-off lists, there 
is a 99.9% confidence level that these errors cannot occur.  

In any case the results of such errors cannot be of any great con
sequence. For example, we have a recorded case where a system in 
a fossil plant was malopcrated, cauoing a rather large water hamer 
effect.
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Pioneer Service * nginesring Co.  
4.0 RESULTS (CONTINUED) 

e. Operation - Service (Continued) 

This maloperation resulted in piping movements as large as 10" 
at some locations, with the only consequences being dama-e to some 
supports. The piping material used in this cystem was identical 

with that being uced in the Kewaunce and Prairie Island Main Steam 
and Feedwater Systems. The pipin3 system remains in operation 

today at prescure and temperature conditions closely approximately 

those of the main stems system in the Kewaunce and Prairie Island 
plants. We believe this demonstrates the actual capability of 
these piping systems to withatend conditions far in excess of 
those for which they are designed, without failure.  

Using the 99.9% confidence level for these items,. the events per 
plant year for this category ic: 

.001 x 105 . 30,000 = 1.17 x 10-5, 
0.3 

1.17 X 105 

Each of the probabilities calculated in categorics a. through e. are 
mutually exclusive, and can be developed into a total probability 
for any single event occuring per plant year as follows; 

-6 3.9 x 10 Design 
-6 

0.1 x 10 MLterial Selection 

0.5 x 106 Manufacturing 

0.6 x 10 Febrication and Erection 

-6 16.8 x 10~ Events/Plant Year
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Roneer Service*Ergineering Co.  
4.0 RESULTS (CONTINUED) 

e. Operation - Servicca (Continued) 

Note that the abovo'is a probability of any event occurrin3 an-.  
whero in these plants in any year.  

For this study, however, we are interected in evaluating different 
evcnts, for encmple a thermowell failure or a coplete proccas pipc 
coverence; we are interacted in only two piping systco in the plant 
(main steam and foodwater); and we are interested only in a portion 
of those lines (The portion in the Auxiliary Building where required 
safeguard equipment is subject to malfunction as a result of the 
failure).  

To provide additional cocurance that there will be a low incidence 
of failure,. wa are proposing an annual complete volumctric e::mina
tion of the main ctom and feedwater lines. Such an inopection pro
gram would provide a mcans of detecting small cracking or impending 
failures long before they can propagate to the point of being a po
teatial large rupture. Thic is true for a piping systcm defect 
cauced by any of the above five catcgorics. Thic propoacd inopec
tion would be capable of detecting flaws which are on the order of 
0.001 of a flaw size which could result in a masive pipe failure.  
This increases the aCCurance that any event could not occur by 99.9% 
of that rate calculated above. The resulting events per plant year 
is; 

0.001 x 16.8 x 106 1.7 x 10 

It chould be noted that this incpection program is 100% annually, 
whercas the primary coolat in-service inopection prozram providco 
100% over a 10 year period. The recult is a factor of 10 greater 
assurance in the main steam and feedwater line integrity over the 
primary coolant system.
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Pioneer Service Rngineering Co.  
4.0 RESULTS (CONTINUED) 

e. Oeration - Services (Continued) 

From GEAP 4574, we find the probability of any failure being a 
complete coverenc 1 0.047 (19 evenzto in 399 caces). Very strong 

argumento can be mdo for elizinating many of.the cases from 
consideration, with 100% confidence, because of-the basic differences 
(e.g. graphitization, creep rupture and the use of 347 stainless 
steel caused soze ccmplete oeverence failure) between those cases 
and the specific dotails of the Keeaunce and Prairie Island plants.  
However to maintain conorvatiom in the analysis, we have accumed 

that all complete coverence failures are relevant. The joint prob
ability of a double-ended severence occurring per plant year is then: 

0.047 ( doublc-end bo:ck) x 1.7 x 10 cvCto 
event plant ycar 

8.0 x 10 doublo-caded failure .  
plant year 

This is a failure in mny plant system of a doublo-ended rupture par 
plant year, and at any location. As stated above, our intarcst is 
in the main steam ad fcoduator ayotcza only, and only in a Opeci
fic crea of the Auiliry Luilding. From the GEL? 4574 report, one 
finds that "eventc" cccurred in piping oyctcmc at operating tempera

turea varyin- from rocm tenperaturo to 12000 and at procures vary
ing from atmosphoric to 7000 psi. As a conservative bacia if we in
clude all high energy sytems within the plant but exclude low energy 

systems (cuch as heating steam, domineralized water, fuel oil, etc.), 

the main Ozca cad fcvate: systcas could compriSe.as much as 20% of 
this hih gy ppin3. Thus the probability of a complete severence 

occurring in the main stoam or feedwater system only is: 

8.0 x 110 x 0.2 1.6 x 1010 doublo caded failures 
in main otcan or feed

water per plant year.
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Piofe3*r Sarvi-O*Ernering Co.  
4.0' RESULTS (CONTINUED) 

e. 0r,rction -Sorviecot (Coutinued) 
Additioaaiily, much of the mca Cem cud fcedwatcr Piping on the 
IVc.au.nce azzd ?rairic 1IC~nd plzntG P=0006 throu~h areas ulhero 
thera would ba no drc2 3 to requircd CafC4,uard cquipncont in the 
event that there would be a dc-zblo-cn-dcd failure. Therefore, the 
probability o44 thio cevent occurrin3  ouch that safety equipment 
would be endan-ared is fur thcr reduced becauac the failure, should 
it occur, would be of a randomm nature at ray poiat aloa.- the line.  
This is a juctifia-bie cccumptien since strazG lcvola at every point 
throushext thCOc oyntco are wuthin tiIO codc allouabico and con
struction ic thea '--= throughut. Arg-umnto can be madc that certain 
pointz are =ora cucco~tible to a failure than other pointo, however, 
va will continmue to ba concervctive in the' analycso. -In thcM worst 
cace- for K=.mU:2CO or Prairia 102.and, a =a:i==m of 40% of the main 
otc= or fCe-z~ater pi±n ± locatcd in an area whae a double-caded 
-failure could potentlally cau-c inoporability OA. raquirod cuipmant 
(oz cQUOC cgoto the control roaz), thuo the probability o." this 
Opccif ic Cvent occurri.n io: 

1.6 x 10-20 0.4 6.4 x 10-11 doUblQ-,-!.Qdd fail

uroc; in maia'n stcezm 

or fcc-'wztcr in 
Cpec.Lf ic areac of 
aux. bid3. per plant 

*ycar.  

S-Ince the conocqucaccc oZ a fccduatcr line ruptuza within the 1u"ili
ary fLuildiang are !atal coo .ceverc than a rmain atce= line 
(Mac accident itcolf ile also 0;- 1000 Ca-fcty signilficzrzce) ad Ginco 
ho fccdwatcr Pinin- CL~ e that of the main ate=n in length, 
the proba-bility of o ain ctcamm line double-en-ded rupturo only in the 
cpocific Auiliary ruild lag orea i::
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Pioner Srvie $ nineeingCo.  
4.0' RESULTS (COiNTINUED) 

8. ODCration - Scrviceo (Continucd) 

6.4 x 1011 x 0.5 * 3.2 x 10-11 double-ended fail
urca in main steam 

line in specific 
areas of aux. bldg.  

per plant year.  

As stted throughout the azalycic prooatcd in this report, conoerva
tism has bcca applied in all calculations, and the true recults are 
probably of a lower -emitude the thoco choun. We would expect 
that theae rocults could ccily be rcduccd to 1 x 10-12 or 1 x 10-13 
through a more thorough invzctigCtion which would include an update of 
GEAP 4574 to include the laet 8 yearo e:perience. For ctple, the 
application of the =c7 codo techniquee in' dcsigni arc ccrtain to reduce 
actual failuze recults in curreat practicee; the analycia of the GEAP 
recults to apply thcm epacifically to powcr plants would reduce the 
actual failure ratco; considerction of sizeo and materials in the 
analycis would find the truc hictory for large double-andcd ruptures 
to be much caoller in mz-atudo for the Prairie Island - Kcunce 
Main Steem case. It chould be notcd, also, that the once per shift 
inspection cad 100% volumatric inepection on an annual bacis pro
vidco a factor of 10 groacor acuranco in the main steam and feed
water lines than for the przmary coolant system.
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Pioneer Servicc Engineering Co.  
SUMMARY 

Through the use of a considerable amount of relevant data, it has been determined that the probability of a main steam or feedwater line double
ended rupture occuring in cpecific areas of the Auxiliary Building is 1.6 x 1010 per plant year. The magnitude of this probability ia sufficiently low for this incieCnL to be identified as a class 9 accident. i.e., of sufficiently low probability that designs need not consider the in act of the failure.
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Pioneer Srvce g n 6nrng Co.  
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GEAP-4574
Table IV. FAILURE DATA SUMMARY - NUMDER OF FAILURES

Primary Cause of Failure 
1. Design 

a. Mech. fati'ie 
b. Expansionlflexibility 
C. Section transition 
d. Support 
e. Dcsign-operation: 

1) T.hernial-fatlue 
f. Miscellancous 

Sub-total 
2. Material Selection 

a. Misopplicatlon 
b. ?.etallurpiczl 

11 Type .17 vtainless steel 
2 Graphitletion 

")Streca-r--pure" 
4 "835" crtlrittlernent 

C. Miscellaneous 

Sub-total 
3. Mrlaictuiin; 

a. Wrcn0 material smpplied 
b. Bass material dclects 
C. Weld d:lects 
d. Assoclated with wvelding 
e. MaLtriaI not to cpucifications 

Sub-total 
4. Fabrication-rection 

a. Weld defects 
b. Associated with welding 
c. Wror. material used 
d. Miscellanzous 

Sub-total 
S. Operatlon-Sorvlce 

a. Mis-operation.  
b. Thermal shock and shock 
c. Corrosion and/or erosion 

Sub-total 

6. Unknown

(2) (3) 

600 F to 
Upto GOO

0
F 1200' F

8 
5 
I1

10 
5 
1 
2

4 28 
5 4 

23 ' 50 

9 

50 
41 

5 
2 

1 3 
1 119

17 

18 

19 
4 

2 
25 

4 

82 
87

5 
14 

1 
3 
1 

24 

8 
6 
4 
7 

25 

5 
5 

12 

22

(4) 
Total-All 
Temper
atures 

18 
10 
2 
2

(5) 
Percent 

of 
Total 

4.5 
2.5 
0. 5 
0.5

.32 8.0 
9 2.3 

73 18.3

(6) 
Occurred 
Without 
Lealuige

(7) 
Complete 
Severance 

Cases

2 6 

3 1 

5 8

(8) (9) 

"Thermowell" Nozzle

Location of Failure

(10) (1I) (12) (!3)1 

FittinC or(d) Weld Compo:nent Pipe Casting el

7 2 3 6 
7 
1 
2

1 
I.  
8 3

9 2.3

59 
41 

5 
2 
4 

120 

5 
31 

I 
4 

42 

27 
10 
4 
9 

50 

9 
6 

94 

109

14.8 
10.3 

1.2 
0.5 
1.0 

30.1 

1.2 
7.8 
0.3 
1.0 
0. 3 

10.6.  

6.8 
2.5 
1.0 
2.3 

12.6

2.3 
1. 5 

23. 4 

27.2
I * 4 5 1.2 

155 244 3

(a) 
11(a) 
I

1 

I

113. 3

1 1

I 1 

I I 

2 

2 3 

I 2 
I I 
2 

4 3 

1

1 28 
I 3 

5 47 

3 1 

1 30 c) 
3 
1 
4 

4 105 

1 3 
2 16 

7 21

3 

2 
1 3 

I 9 

5 

1 1 
2

1
13

Footnotes7 
(a) Some of these occurred Without leakage; precise data Was not supplied.  
(b) Most of these occurred in the Weld heat-affected zone, some were in comptnents elbrows: specific dalt distribution was not supplied (c) Elst of these were located in the weld heat-affcted zone.  
(d) Elbow. tee, Wye, etc.

3-15

3 I 

16 2 I
27 

2 1 4 1 .2 
2 1 

1 7 I 
2 2 13 1 31 

4 4 I 
2 2 2 
5 s0 7 2 

11 80 9 3 
1 ~3. _ 1

25 276 28 54

I

I


